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BACKGROUND & INTRODUCTION
In July 2015, Centric First Aid, as part of its vertical development for future plans, commissioned an internal
study utilising several brands of defibrillator, also known as a AED or a Automated External Defibrillator.
The study was required to decipher the real benefits of all leading brands of AED against the sales procedures
and general bias found in the multiple procurement channels, which clouded what should have been clear
decision making processes.
The coordinators of the study all fall from a clinical background, but, were charged with the responsibility of
overseeing the study, rather than influencing it with their own thoughts and beliefs from individual clinical
experience or hearsay.
To that end, this study was held to decide on the best product for a specific market, namely, the use of an AED
by a rescuer from a non emergency trained background, save that of the potential for a basic First Aid course.
The decisions from the study would be used to influence the purchasing decisions of the company, and the
advice given to prospective buyers.
This document is not intended for general public release, and is written in such a way that, although plain
English is used, one who is not familiar with the various terminology surrounding SCA (Sudden Cardiac
Arrest) or the use of an AED, could become easily lost. No glossary is provided, and it is assumed the reader is
already conversant with the topic.
This document has been produced to record the events that occurred, and the findings that were found, which
led to the company making the decisions that it did.
To fully appreciate this document, the reader must understand the Chain of Survival, and the need for early
defibrillation.
The management of the team hold clinical qualifications and are familiar with most brands of AED.
For the purpose of transparency, they declared their past AED familiarity training and usage.
As this study is compiled by a profit making company, for additional transparency, the margin of profit is also
included with the results - so as to demonstrate decision making is made only on the features and benefits of the
product, and not on price. The margin is valued between the buy in price, and the retail price of the lowest
competitor in this report, which in every case shows a lower margin than otherwise gained.
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NEED ANALYSIS
In England in 2013 the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) attempted to resuscitate approximately 28,000
cases of OHCA.
There are many more cases of OHCA where the EMS did not attempt resuscitation because on their arrival
the EMS assess the victim to be beyond resuscitation.
This is because the victim has been dead for several hours, or has suffered severe trauma which is not
compatible with life, or because the opportunity to start resuscitation was not taken sooner while the EMS
were on their way.
If more bystanders had the confidence and skills to call 999 quickly, deliver effective cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) until the EMS arrive, and when appropriate use a public access defibrillator, the number
of cases where the EMS could attempt resuscitation would increase.
The current rate of initial bystander CPR in England is reported as being 43%7 (compared, for example, to
73% in Stavanger, Norway during 2006-2008).
There is limited data on the current rate of bystander defibrillation with a public access defibrillator (PAD)
following an OHCA. One study in the South of England reported bystander defibrillation in 1.74% of
OHCA cases. When someone has a cardiac arrest, every minute without CPR and defibrillation reduces their
chances of survival by 7–10 per cent. Rates of bystander CPR and PAD use in the UK are believed to be low
for a number of reasons:
● Failure to recognise cardiac arrest
● Lack of knowledge of what to do
● Fear of causing harm (such as breaking the victim’s ribs) or being harmed (acquiring infection from
a stranger when giving rescue breaths)
● Fear of being sued
● Lack of knowledge of the location of PADs
(BHF 2015)

● No access to a PAD at the time of the cardiac arrest
In Wales, the situation is far worse - and little realistic data exists.

An additional study was held by the company to discover the status of PADS within its home country
(Wales), with the assistance of the Welsh Ambulance Service Trust (Who provided the locations of all
known PADS). In brief summary:
10% of AED’s were missing
10% of AED’s had date expired batteries, or expired electrodes
40% of AED’s were behind a locked door and not accessible without the property keyholder
70% of AED’s were considered to be pre 2010 in manufacture, or, a device no longer supported.
No standardised format for PAD setting was found, and all AED’s placed were sporadic with too little
coverage.
In discussion with the WAST, they do not support any PAD schemes save that of the British Heart
Foundation.
`
(CEN/R1182)
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In summary, the need analysis re-emphasised the existing knowledge that AED’s are a much needed
resource for communities. There were insufficient AED’s found, which highlighted the fact that too little
was being done to proliferate these devices within the country.
The AED’s that were available were antiquated, and considered to be on the whole, at the end of their
serviceable lives. The main model found no longer has technical support available, and the battery packs are
no longer manufactured. During this study, the manufacturer of that model also started the process of
liquidation, and the Ambulance Service in Wales ceased to use them as a provider.
The needs analysis thus suggests the need for a complete replacement, and new installation of AED’s across
the country (Wales). Better Data recording (No analytical data has ever been recorded for Wales), and
clearer processes of operation.
Prospective schemes should:
● Be standardised for compliance, ease of service and training. One model of AED, One AED cabinet
brand, One process of alert, guardianship, and deployment.
● Be rugged, with a high IP rating, and able to withstand being dropped whilst carried.
● Engage with rescuers in the most effective manner to benefit the casualties prospective emergency
care pre arrival of professional responders.
● Be secure, but available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and kept in a manner befitting a medical device.
To achieve this, PADS for Wales will require
● Effective back end management
● Clear and professional decision making without any sway on cost or favour
● Guardian schemes, complete with basic rescuer training
● Secure cabinets,
● Effective communication with emergency services
● Effective funding options
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PRODUCT LIST & PROFIT DECLARATION
For trial, the following two types of product were sourced:
AED Cabinets X 4
AED units X 5
AED CABINETS

PROFIT MARGIN

● Arky 184 Heated External Cabinet *

C 40% MARGIN

● Aivia 210 Heated External Cabinet *

C 55% MARGIN

● Turtle AWC004 Heated External Cabinet *

C 60% MARGIN

● Heartsafe Digital Lock Heated External Cabinet *

C 10% MARGIN

AED UNITS
● Heartsine 500P Semi *

C 65% MARGIN

● Defibtech Lifeline View Semi *

C 25% MARGIN

● Zoll AED Plus Semi *

C 35% MARGIN

● Welch Allyn AED 10 Semi (This is a control unit and not open for purchase)
● Cardiac Science Powerheart G5 Semi *

C 30% MARGIN

Items marked * were provided by the manufacturer for the purpose of testing without cost. Additional tests
of a clinical nature were also carried out prior to this testing phase.
The following items were rejected from testing:
Mediana A15
C 65% MARGIN
It is felt this device (and all models from this manufacturer) have a weak and unproven background in the
field - although the wholesale supply chain is good.
************* (Make and Model withheld)
C 50 % MARGIN
This brand is not generally found in the UK, and its support structure has been experienced to be poor (and
not in English).
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TEST CONDITION / TEST PROCEDURES
AED CABINETS
All cabinets were mounted onto a concrete block wall, and wired directly to a circuit breaker.
A series of tests were completed with a final aim of destruction of the cabinet:
● Water ingress test - exposure to 24 hours of forced water from above, below, and both sides of the
unit
● Heat ingress test - 12 hours of exposure to UV light under UV index 9.5. Temperature measured
internally (by remote means)
● Lock Bump Impact test - attacking the locking features of the cabinet
● Smash Impact test - Even and forceful swings of a lump hammer against the side of the unit until it
either opens, or becomes detached from the wall.
AED UNITS
All AED’s were tested in exactly the same manner 10 times, with 10 different individuals (total of 25
volunteers, 25 First Aid students) plus 2 professional responders using the device with prior knowledge and
familiarisation (This did not form part of the decision making process)
All cases presented as:
VF - 2 Mins CPR - VF - Cardioversion - NSR
Shock power was delivered as per manufacturers setting, but generally assumed to be automatically set at:
S1 > 150J, S2 > 200J as per current accepted guidelines for Biphasic. It is not considered that the
depreciation of the battery with continued use should have any adverse effect on the device.
● Street Testing ( X 5 Volunteers per device)
The volunteers were picked at random whilst walking through a town centre and offered a payment of £5 for
5 minutes of their time practicing CPR. They were led into a controlled environment at room temperature,
where the AED had been kept for 24 hours previous and presented with a Adult manikin (Laerdal Little
Anne) on the floor. The Manikin was fully clothed with undergarments, shirt, and jacket. The participants
were told the casualty had suffered a Cardiac Arrest. Next to the Manikin there was a AED and a pair of
rescue scissors. The Volunteer was told the device was a Defibrillator, and they should try and use it.
No other instruction was given, and any questions asked resulted in the guiders fixed response of “I can only
say the words - Switch the Machine on”
Waymark events were timed, including: Time to first shock (from power on), Quantity of compressions
given over 2 minutes (aiming for 200 - 240), and remarks on quality of CPR given (Hand positioning, depth
and rhythm)
● Class Testing (X 5 Students per device)
The volunteers were part of multiple First Aid at Work courses (3 day, HSE compliant, OFQUAL
regulated). On the second day of the course, after learning about AED’s on the First, and using a Laerdal
FR2 Trainer, they were presented with the trial unit individually to use it in accordance with their training.
They were given instruction, if required, by the trainer, in the same manner as a 999 operator would deliver
assistance.
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● Waist Drop test
The device was dropped from chest height onto concrete, and then swung vigorously to simulate running
with the device.
The professional responder then attempted to use the device with their prior knowledge of the device, and
rectify any issues faced to make the device operable (if applicable)
● Stairs Roll test
The device was rolled from the top of a domestic carpeted stairs, comprising of 18 steps.
The second professional responder then attempted to use the device with their prior knowledge of the
device, and rectify any issues faced to make the device operable (if applicable)
This type of testing was important, as previous research (CEN/R1178) has demonstrated most would be
rescuers drop the AED on removing it from the cabinet.

TEST MANAGEMENT QUALIFICATIONS & DECLARATION
Emergency Medical Technician et al 2004. Instructor et al 2001
Emergency Medical Technician et al 2014. Instructor et al 2007
State Registered Paramedic et al 2009. Instructor et al 2015 (NHS Ambulance Service)
GMC Registered Doctor et al 1966 (Cardiology)

* = Used Clinically by at least 1 member of staff.
Familiarity & Usage trail:
Laerdal Heartstart 911
Laerdal Heartstart 3000 *
Laerdal Heartstart XLT *
Laerdal Heartstart Forerunner *
Laerdal Heartstart FR2 *
Heartsine 350, 500P
Primedic Heartsave
Zoll M Series *
Physio Control Lifepak 12, 33, 2, 5 *
Due to passage of time, some models are omitted through being unable to recollect their name.
Some models are omitted as they are in current use, and clarification has not been sought over appropriate
ability to comment. All omitted models differ by manufacturer to those tested.
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RESULTS
AED CABINET TESTING

CABINET
NAME

WATER

LOCK

SMASH

INGRESS

HEAT
INGRESS
TEMP

BUMP

IMPACT

ARKY 184

NO

35°C

NO LOCK
TO TEST

1 HIT, DOOR
FELL OFF.

CABINET
DESTROYED

AIVIA 210

YES

CABINET
MELTED
> 3 HOURS

CABINET
DESTROYED

CABINET
DESTROYED

CABINET
DESTROYED

TURTLE

NO

33°C

UNABLE TO
BUMP

12 HITS,
DOOR BECAME
UNHINGED &
OPENED

CABINET
WONT
CLOSE

NO

28°C

UNABLE TO
BUMP

43 HITS,
CABINET FELL
OFF WALL.

LOCK STILL
OPERABLE

AWC004
HEARTSAFE

REMARKS
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AED TESTING
MODEL: HEARTSINE 500P
VOLUNTEER SET
REF #
1
2
3
4
5

TIME 1ST SHOCK
145 SECONDS
92 SECONDS
82 SECONDS
65 SECONDS
82 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
198
64
201
210
200

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
POOR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD

TIME 1ST SHOCK
19 SECONDS
21 SECONDS
21 SECONDS
118 SECONDS
22 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
210
205
206
208
203

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD

STUDENT SET
REF #
6
7
8
9
10

ISSUES RAISED:
VOLUNTEERS CONFUSED ON HOW TO SWITCH ON THE DEVICE.
V1 UNZIPPED THE CASE, REMOVED AED, AND BATTERY. AFTER REASSEMBLY AND
SWITCHING ON, COULDN’T FIND ELECTRODES.
CPR OFTEN STOPPED WHEN MACHINE GAVE CONFIDENCE VOICE PROMPTS
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AED TESTING
MODEL: DEFIBTECH LIFELINE VIEW
VOLUNTEER SET
REF #
1
2
3
4
5

TIME 1ST SHOCK
55 SECONDS
58 SECONDS
62 SECONDS
59 SECONDS
52 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
200
200
204
201
202

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD

TIME 1ST SHOCK
23 SECONDS
22 SECONDS
27 SECONDS
29 SECONDS
19 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
210
205
204
202
220

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD

STUDENT SET
REF #
6
7
8
9
10
ISSUES RAISED:
NONE
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AED TESTING
MODEL: ZOLL AED PLUS
VOLUNTEER SET
REF #
1
2
3
4
5

TIME 1ST SHOCK
23 SECONDS
190 SECONDS
127 SECONDS
92 SECONDS
87 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
220
252
12
98
199

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
POOR
POOR
POOR
POOR

TIME 1ST SHOCK
45 SECONDS
42 SECONDS
92 SECONDS
28 SECONDS
40 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
200
201
202
213
203

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD

STUDENT SET
REF #
6
7
8
9
10
ISSUES RAISED:
PAD PLACEMENT OFTEN WRONG
PUCK OFTEN IN WRONG POSITION ON CHEST
V3 APPLIED NO EFFORT. V1 WAS CONTINUOUSLY TOLD TO SPEED UP, AND HAD CLEARLY
SEEN AN AED PREVIOUSLY.
MOST CANDIDATES ASSUMED THE DEVICE WOULD TURN ON AUTOMATICALLY WHEN
REMOVING THE LID. ALL VOLUNTEERS HAD TO BE TOLD TO SWITCH THE DEVICE ON.
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AED TESTING
MODEL:WELCH ALLYN AED 10 (CONTROL)
VOLUNTEER SET
REF #
1
2
3
4
5

TIME 1ST SHOCK
77 SECONDS
98 SECONDS
145 SECONDS
152 SECONDS
254 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
NONE
30
123
190
205

QUALITY OF CPR
NONE GIVEN
POOR
POOR
POOR
POOR

TIME 1ST SHOCK
29 SECONDS
32 SECONDS
28 SECONDS
37 SECONDS
42 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
220
215
202
210
211

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD

STUDENT SET
REF #
6
7
8
9
10

ISSUES RAISED:
NO CPR GUIDANCE
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AED TESTING
MODEL:CARDIAC SCIENCE G5
VOLUNTEER SET
REF #
1
2
3
4
5

TIME 1ST SHOCK
122 SECONDS
92 SECONDS
98 SECONDS
52 SECONDS
REFUSED

QTY COMPRESSIONS
82
112
115
200
REFUSED

QUALITY OF CPR
POOR
POOR
POOR
GOOD
NONE GIVEN

TIME 1ST SHOCK
54 SECONDS
62 SECONDS
58 SECONDS
32 SECONDS
33 SECONDS

QTY COMPRESSIONS
200
203
202
200
201

QUALITY OF CPR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD

STUDENT SET
REF #
6
7
8
9
10

ISSUES RAISED:
VOLUNTEERS UNABLE TO OPEN UNIT
V5 HAD A PANIC ATTACK AFTER SWITCHING THE DEVICE ON AND THE TEST WAS ENDED
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DROP TEST

DEVICE

TEST 1 RESULT

TEST 2 RESULT

REMARKS

HS 500P

OK

OK

DEVICE CONTINUED TO FUNCTION

DEFIBTECH

OK

OK

DEVICE CONTINUED TO FUNCTION

ZOLL

INOP

INOP

INTERNAL BATTERIES BECAME LOOSE
UNABLE TO OPEN BACK DOOR TO FIX.

WELCH A

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

CONTROL DEVICE - NOT TESTED

CARDIAC S

OK

INOP

DOOR BROKE &UNKNOWN FAULT. U/S
UNABLE TO RECTIFY
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OVERALL TEST RESULTS
AVERAGE PORTED RESULTS
HEARTSINE 500P
AVERAGE TIME - POWER TO SHOCK -

66.7 SECONDS

QUALITY OF CPR

90% GOOD 10% POOR

DEFIBTECH LIFELINE VIEW
AVERAGE TIME - POWER TO SHOCK -

40.6 SECONDS

QUALITY OF CPR

100% GOOD

ZOLL AED PLUS
AVERAGE TIME - POWER TO SHOCK -

76.6 SECONDS

QUALITY OF CPR

60% GOOD 40% POOR

WELCH ALLYN AED 10 (CONTROL)
AVERAGE TIME - POWER TO SHOCK -

89.4 SECONDS

QUALITY OF CPR

50% GOOD 50% POOR

CARDIAC SCIENCE G5
AVERAGE TIME - POWER TO SHOCK -

67 SECONDS

QUALITY OF CPR

60% GOOD 40% POOR
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CONCLUSION
AED CABINETS
The Heartsafe AED Cabinet is clearly the superior of all products tested, and thus this will be used.
In discussion with AED locator, who are also the cabinet manufacturers, the added benefit of scheme
membership and guardian policies will benefit any PAD scheme.
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CONCLUSION
AED UNITS
The Defibtech Lifeline View gave the best outcome of all devices when it came to instruction of rescuers.
The operator was able to hear, and see, clearly, what was required of them, and to act accordingly. In basic
drop tests, the device proved itself to be robust and stable, and to still be in a position of operation.
It is felt that in low light conditions, or those where the scene is chaotic, the device would be still able to
guide the rescuer to act.
In high noise situations, the video screen is a superb addition which only enhances the outcome for the
casualty. Remark was made about how many people compartmentalise situational environmental
disturbances, such as noise during an emergency. In this respect, it was felt that the combination of all usage
guides made this the best model for a multitude of working environments.
This device can only be improved by ensuring it always has a carry case, and comes equipped with
Paediatric electrodes as standard.

The Heartsine 500P was a close contender, however, its physical design doesn’t lend itself to aiding the
rescuer. (The manufacturer claims it does). In one case, the AED was removed from its case, and
disassembled. This negates other features and benefits of the device. It is felt that the design of the front of
the device is confusing and ‘chaotic’, when it should be simple and clear.
The Cardiac Science G5 is promoted as a user friendly device being both robust, and durable. The
instruction from the device did not aide the rescuer, however, is close on performance with the Heartsine
500P.
The Zoll AED plus is the recommended defibrillator of many Ambulance Services, and indeed the British
Heart Foundation. It was with extreme disappointment that it did not perform as expected, and as such, due
to the insecure battery system used, it is our opinion that the device is not suitable for use in the field or for
lay rescuers. The failure of the device to operate is considered to negate any other features or benefits.
It is our opinion that the Defibtech Lifeline View is the best device for Public Access Defibrillator
Schemes, and equally thus, is the best device for workplace installations.
It is our advice that the device should be installed with the longest possible life battery, Paediatric
electrodes, Rescue Kit, and Carry bag to further protect the unit, with all purchases.
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